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About This Content

The ever popular EMD SD40-2 is now available for Train Simulator in a unique red, white and blue livery as operated by Union
Pacific.

More than 4,000 models were built by General Motors’ Electro-Motive Division EMD) between 1972 and 1989, as part of the
company’s Dash 2 series. The SD40-2 was an upgrade from the SD40, and a number of variants made their way onto American

rails, including the SD40T-2, SD40-2W, SD40-2F, SD40-2S, SD40-3 and SD40M-2.

Union Pacific was EMD’s largest customer, taking more than 680 units, and this one-off livery, depicting the Stars and Stripes
of the US flag, was applied in 1994 as a fundraiser for the US-based charity United Way. The locomotive operated as part of

UP’s regular roster for many years as well as attending railroad events and photo calls across the US.

The EMD SD40-2 for Train Simulator is available in unique Union Pacific red, white and blue livery and features dynamic
braking, working step lights, cab lighting and Union Pacific freight cars.

The locomotive is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the EMD SD40-2 on any Quick Drive enabled
route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically for the Sherman Hill

route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

Scenarios

Three scenarios for the Sherman Hill route:
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UP 3300 Engineer Training

Second Section Stack

Working Wycon

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!
Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

EMD SD40-2 in Union Pacific ‘red, white and blue’ livery

Dynamic braking

Step lights

Cab lighting

Union Pacific freight cars

Quick Drive compatible

Scenarios for the Sherman Hill route

Download size: 107mb
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos
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simple yet fun game.. Don't bother. It's stupidly easy. You're never asked to actually solve the murder. Instead, Poirot figures
everything out on his own and you're really just along for the ride. The sections that ask you to identify and analyze clues are
extremely leading so that it's nearly impossible to get them wrong. There are sections that have you solve more standard logic
and spacial reasoning puzzles to open chests and the like, and these are probably the most fun part of the game, but they're really
not good enough to justify the rather bland detective work that comes between them.

If you're really in it for the Agatha Christie aesthetic, I'm afraid you'll be disappointed there as well. The Telltale art style
doesn't serve it well, the voice acting is awful, and it's hard to appreciate the environments with the clunky 3D point-and-click
movements.

Altogether, the game is too easy, you will never really solve the case, and the non-gameplay elements are disappointing as well. I
simply can't recommend it.. Really well done game but not Zoo Tycoon

Pros: Dinosaurs are so gorgeous, That's all be happy it's dinosaurs

Cons: You have to do all the "Story" Missions to get the most out of the story and general play that really doesn't have a
conclusion and is very open ended. Not the oh what could it mean open ending but the this answered nothing open ending.
There's not a lot to while you wait for money and the Dinosaurs are self-sufficient (after you put food and water in the
enclosures). Speaking of money I wish that you got a percentage of income from each Island you finished.
There are also only 8 NPCs and I only liked half of them.

 (Here's my let's play if you'd like to take a look at it
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vaukp1gr9_Y&list=PLBd3rwrcigs4hGAWSLAKuvwXbiL7jl1rx). the story is good and
the puzzles are well done. problem is when the game is almost done it gets bugged and wont let me keep going. sorry but its
broken. Never before has the horror tag been so relevent to a game.. One of the most unique puzzle games I have ever played.
Baba is you. Baba is 10\/10. These missions are completely standalone and by virture they are a complete turning away from the
original game. DO NOT WASTE YOUR TIME.
They as linear scripted of a nightmare as you can get. The level design is HORRIFIC. It just sucks really bad. There is literally
always one way to go and sometimes finding that way is a chore.
Voice of Freedom is so short linear in subway tunnels. It just cuts out when you rescue a guy.
Aftermath is REALLY bad level design.
Beyond Walls is lame as well.
I got them on sale it is wasnt worth it. Stick to the coop stuff or Far Cry 4 or Far Cry 5 if you want something new.
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I actually thought it looked nice. The gameplay videos reminded me of NOLF, which is amazing fun in multiplayer.
This, however, was not. Extremely wonky mechanics, and terrible optimization. The maps are also♥♥♥♥♥♥ and there's only 3
of them.

I read some other review saying it was a asset-swap of Combat 3, a free Unity game. After trying it, I must agree. However,
Combat 3 is actually quite fun, has great maps, weapon pickups and good mechanics. I have no idea how this idot
"developer"managed to make the game WORSE.. This is a great game if you love trains or model train sets it could use a little
work, but overall an enjoyable experience. All the X-Plane 10 (continent here) scenery comes with the game but you have to
install it separately.. This game is alot of fun, plenty of action, slaying of heretics, etc. however the reason i give this a thumbs
down is because its not worth $40, it took me 5 hours to complete and some people could prebably do it in less, this is one of
those games id stick at $20 it has very little replay-ability and i feel its price is unjustified.. I recommend this game if you are an
anime fan!! I love it is like a dream come true but I will not say it does not have its issues mainly not enough characters as I
would like and not enough skills for your own character other than than its pretty good!!. It starts a little slow - kind of seems
like a text Catholic Priest simulator at first - but then the story opens up and you're swept along with the intrigue. I didn't realize
how much I've missed text adventures like this. I really hope this developer releases many more similar text adventures -
hopefully some in the light fantasy vein of the original Infocom classics - like ZORK and the ENCHANTER series. It has a
definite Gabriel Knight feel to it - which isn't bad - but I can definitely see this format is ripe for many different genres of
storytelling; i.e. murder mysteries, science fiction, fantasy, time travel and so forth. I used to write dozens of games like this
myself when I was a teenager in the 1980's and playing Lifestream really made me nostalgic for those days of thinking up
unique locations and devising interesting puzzles. I like it and want many more.. I want this game to Escape my library. (Joke
credit to my friend: Awake).

- Game starts in 640 x 480 and the buttons go out of place of the text. So that's annoying to click through.
- The resolution options take 10 years to scroll down, and by the time I get my res my finger has died. Oh, and the ends of the
res numbers are cut off, much like I want my finger to be.
- 1st time playing, got disconnected at 52 minutes.
- 2nd time playing, got stuck in a office booth by a chair and the side wall of booth. Had to restart.
- 3rd time playing, Options and video settings got stuck on screen while I could still play. Couldn't undo it, was matrix of damn
options and the game screen went dark automatically because it assumed I was changing the bloody settings. After 5 minutes of
clicking I un-glitched it and said "Ayyy I fixed it" and then we got DISCONNECTED.

Great game if you're blind, a double arm amputee, have immobility syndrome or are dead.. Short and not much to it, but what is
there? Genuinely. Freaking. Terrifying.

To date the only VR game to make me NOPE and take the headset off, at least the first time I played. I went back!

The only mode worth playing is the cityscape one, you can play seated as it straps you into a ride-like chair anyway, then be
prepared for your vertigo to be pushed pretty hard.. RECOMMENDATION: Good Game, if you like reading dialogues over
dialogues...

The dialogues are long and well fed with text. It's good, because that is the gameplay you got. Embrace it and hope for the best
right?
Each answer you give has influence on the course of the game.
The goal is to reach Earth with every crewmember still alive. But this can be tricky, if you make certain crewmembers unhappy
or when you made a wrong choice of events.

You are the director of this... "Movie". Honestly, the concept of the game is good and simple, and it has a lot of potential. That's
why a lot more can be added like a goal\/missions, etc., and it's sad that this game isn't receiving anymore updates. If that does
happen, this game could (and should) become much better than it is now.
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